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Abstract. Based on the inherent characteristics of wireless sensor networks 
(WSN), the dynamic behavior of malware propagation in flat WSN is analyzed 
and investigated. A new model is proposed using 2-D cellular automata (CA), 
which extends the traditional definition of CA and establishes whole transition 
rules for malware propagation in WSN. Meanwhile, the validations of the 
model are proved through theoretical analysis and simulations. The theoretical 
analysis yields closed-form expressions which show good agreement with the 
simulation results of the proposed model. It is shown that the malware propaga-
tion in WSN unfolds neighborhood saturation, which dominates the effects of 
increasing infectivity and limits the spread of the malware. MAC mechanism of 
wireless sensor networks greatly slows down the speed of malware propagation 
and reduces the risk of large-scale malware prevalence in these networks. The 
proposed model can describe accurately the dynamic behavior of malware 
propagation over WSN, which can be applied in developing robust and efficient 
defense system on WSN.   

Keywords: wireless sensor networks, malware propagation, model, cellular 
automata, neighborhood saturation, MAC mechanism, theoretical analysis. 

1   Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks have been widely used for many interesting and new 
applications such as environmental monitoring, patient health care monitoring, 
detection of chemical or biological threats, and military surveillance, tracking and 
targeting [1]. One key issue is various types of security treats [2, 3] in wireless sensor 
networks which are highly distributed and resource constrained environments. 
Attacks against wireless sensor networks could be denial of service, worm, Sybil 
attack and other malicious codes. 

Worm and virus attacks on the Internet have been widely studied [4-8]. Some 
studies have greatly contributed to our understandings of various security issues and 
threats to wireless Ad hoc networks. However, wireless sensor networks differ from 
wireless Ad hoc networks and traditional computer networks in various aspects: First, 
wireless sensor networks are highly distributed system and consist of a great number 
of distributed nodes (sensor nodes) with the ability to monitor its surroundings. 
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Second, sensor nodes are limited in power, computational capacities, and memory[1]. 
Finally, self-organization is a fundamental feature of wireless sensor networks[9]. 
Those security mechanisms on Internet or wireless Ad hoc networks could not be 
applied directly to wireless sensor networks.  

Investigation of worms spreading in wireless sensor networks has attracted some 
researchers [10-12]. Khayam and Radha [10] apply signal processing technique to 
model space-time propagation dynamics of topologically-aware worms in a sensor 
network with uniformly distributed nodes. They integrate physical, data link, network 
and transport protocol characteristics into the proposed model of worm propagation and 
obtain a closed-form expression of the infected population. De et al. [11] model and 
analyze the node compromise spreading process and identify key factors determining 
potential outbreaks of such propagations. In particular, they perform their study on 
random graphs precisely constructed according to the parameters of the network. 
However, the random graph model is homogeneous, which conflicts with the 
characteristic that sensor nodes relate closely to the location in WSN. Therefore, the 
spreading models based on random graph model are not suitable for investigating the 
propagation over WSN. Afterwards, the authors of Ref.[11], in their another paper [12], 
point out that the analytical model of [11], based on random graphs, fails to capture the 
temporal dynamics of the comprise propagation and only succeeds in capturing the 
outcome of the infection. Furthermore, the authors propose an epidemic theoretic model 
for evaluating broadcast protocols in wireless sensor networks. However, the model 
assumes that the number of neighbors that can be infected by any infected node is 
proportional to all susceptible nodes in the network (see in Eq.(2) and (3) of [12]). The 
assumption results in an inaccurate evaluation on spreading speed in the process of 
malware propagation.  

Cellular automata (CA) is a mathematical model for complex natural systems [13-16], 
containing large numbers of simple identical components with local interactions. There is 
a substantial literature [13, 16-19] on the mathematical model based on cellular automata 
in epidemiology of theoretical biology. These models based on cellular automata focus 
on the local characteristics of the disease spreading process influencing the global 
behavior of the system. However, considering the inherent characteristics of WSN, it is 
unsuitable that the existing models for epidemiology are applied directly to malware 
propagation of wireless sensor network. 

CA can simulate various uncertain behaviors of complex system, which is difficult 
for those models based on deterministic equations. Furthermore, CA is easy to realize 
on computer due to its spatial-temporal discrete property and massively parallel 
computation. An example of application of cellular automata in wireless sensor 
networks can be found in [20]. Cunha et.al. verify the possibility of using cellular 
automata to simulate the behavior of a WSN and a simulator has been developed to 
evaluate an algorithm for a very common problem in sensor networks: the topology 
control. Particularly, the self–organization and the local interaction are the inherent 
properties of WSN, which are similar to CA, so CA can be applied to model and 
simulate the malware propagation in WSN. 

In this paper, we focus on the inherent characteristics of WSN and the dynamic 
process of malware propagation in WSN is modeled and analyzed using cellular 
automata. The validations of the model are performed through theoretical analysis and 
simulations. The theoretical analysis yield closed-form expressions which show good 
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agreement with the result of the proposed model. The theoretical analysis and 
simulation results demonstrate that the proposed model characterizes fully the 
localization and the spatial-temporal correlation and the model is appropriate to 
simulate malware propagation in WSN. An evolving pattern in the 2-D cellular space 
is obtained easily under different time using the model. It is shown that the 
assumption of homogeneous mixing of nodes causes an inaccurate evaluation on 
spreading speed in the process of worm propagation. Our model and theoretical 
analysis show that the initial growth of the malware is significantly slower than the 
exponential growth observed in malware propagation in [11, 12]. Our research shows 
malware propagation in WSN unfolds neighborhood saturation, which dominates the 
effects of increasing infectivity and limits the spread of the malware. In addition, 
MAC mechanism of wireless sensor networks greatly slows down the speed of 
malware propagation and reduces the risk of large-scale malware prevalence in these 
networks. The proposed model is able to describe accurately the dynamic behavior of 
malware propagation on WSN, and can be used for developing robust and efficient 
defense system on WSN. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a few of related 
analysis and assumption are described. In Section 3, we propose a new model and 
establish the transition rules for malware propagation in WSN. Neighborhood 
saturation in process of malware propagation is pointed out in Section 4. In Section 5, 
a theoretical analysis is presented. In Section 6, the simulations are presented. Finally, 
the conclusions are given in Section 7. 

2   Related Analysis and Assumption 

Considering the inherent characteristics of WSN and the spatial-temporal correlation 
of malware propagation over WSN, some key factors are given and discussed in this 
section. 

2.1   Routing Mechanism 

In general, a more robust mechanism for packets routing in wireless sensor networks 
is by multi-hop broadcasts[1]. Since the transmission power of a wireless radio is 
attenuated in a squared or even higher order with the distance, multi-hop routing will 
consume less energy than direct communication. The attackers take advantage of the 
broadcast mechanism to propagate malicious codes such that malware spreads quickly 
to the entire network[21]. We assume that infected nodes adopt multi-hop 
broadcasting strategy to spread malware to their neighbors. Furthermore, the adopted 
broadcast protocol ensures that each infected node broadcasts the malware to its 
neighbors only once for the purpose of preventing broadcast storm. 

2.2   Infected Rate  

The infected rate is related to many factors, such as authentication mechanism for 
securing data exchanging, attack characteristic of malware and communication 
pattern. For simplicity, these factors are integrated into a parameter, namely, the 
infected rate β , with the value being from 0 to 1. 
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2.3   Death Rate 

It is well known that sensor nodes are severely restricted in terms of computation 
power and communication capability, especially energy. Malware propagation 
between nodes results in nodes consuming continuously energy and tending to death. 
So, the death rate of nodes is defined by: 

( ) ( )ij ijt c tγ ε= , (1) 

where c is a constant, ( )ij tε  denotes the cumulative consumption of energy of cell(i,j) 

until the time t. 

2.4   Media Access Control (MAC) 

Malwares over wireless sensor networks will face channel collision, which should 
reduce the spreading rate of malwares. The MAC protocol specifies a set of rules that 
enable nearby sensor nodes to coordinate their transmissions in a distributed 
manner[1]. In our model to be given in the next section, a MAC table is designed to 
solve the problem of channel collision. If a sensor node is transmitting a packet, the 
states of its neighbors should be set block (denoted by ‘1’) in MAC table, which 
means neighbors can not transmit packets at the same time. Each sensor node checks 
its state in the MAC table before starting a data transmission. The sensor nodes 
transmit packets when the channels are idle (denoted by ‘0’ in MAC table). Therefore, 
the transmission is restrained if the channels are busy. 

3   Modeling Malware Propagation with Cellular Automata 

The proposed models focus on the stochastic properties of malware propagation and 
the intrinsic characteristic of wireless sensor networks. We utilize an 2-D cellular 
automata to describe the proposed model. 

An 2-D cellular automata is a discrete dynamical system formed by a finite number 
of l r× identical objects called cells which are arranged uniformly in a two-
dimensional cellular space. Each cell is endowed with a state (from a finite state set 
Q) that changes at every step of time accordingly to a local transition rule.  

In this sense, the state of some cell at time t depends on the states of a set of cells, 
called its neighborhood, at the previous time step t-1. More precisely, a CA is defined 
by the 4-uplet (C,Q,V, f), where C denotes the cellular space, 

{( , ),1 ,1 },C i j i l j r= ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  (2) 

and Q is the finite state set whose elements are all possible states of the cells. The 
neighborhood of each cell can be described by 

{( , )}ijV i i j j Z Z= + Δ + Δ ⊂ ×  (3) 

where ,i jΔ Δ  denote separately the offset of i, j . The local transition function  f  can 

be described by 
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1 1( , ) ,
ij

t t t
ij ij Vs f s Q− −= ⊂s  (4) 

where t
ijs  denotes the state of cell(i,j) and 1

ij

t
V
−s denotes the vector of neighborhood of 

cell(i,j) at time t. 

3.1   Cellular Space 

We consider that a flat WSN (as shown in Fig.1) composed of the maximum N 
stationary and identical sensors which are randomly placed on rectangular 2-D grid 
composed of L L× units is exhibited appropriately by a 2-D cellular space. We 
assume that each cell is occupied by at most one sensor node. Thus, we can make 
simulations with fewer nodes than the maximum number of cells. Let ρ denote the 

relative density of sensor nodes, 2/N Lρ = . So, the infrastructure of the flat WSN 

constructs the cellular space and a sensor node denotes a cell in the space. Each 
sensor node can establish wireless links with only those nodes within a circle of 
radius Rc due to the limited power. To simplify analysis, we assume that all sensor 
nodes are equipped with isotropic antennas that have a maximum transmission range 
Rc. The horizontal and vertical coordinates of a sensor node are represented by i and j 
in the 2-D grid(cellular space). Namely, node(i,j) denotes a node located in the 
posotion with the coordinate of (i,j).  

 

Fig. 1. Distribution of sensor nodes in a flat WSN with L2 areas and N nodes 

3.2   Neighborhood 

According to the corresponding transmission range Rc, the neighborhood of each 
sensor is defined as shown in Fig. 2. Without loss of generality, let the length of a cell 
of grid be 1 unit, if Rc =1 unit, each node/cell can have no more than 4 nodes as its 
neighbors, namely the Von Neumann neighborhood, and if Rc =1.5 units, each 
node/cell can have no more than 8 nodes as neighbors, namely the Moore 
neighborhood. It is obvious that a node should have more neighbors with the value of 
Rc increasing, such that the neighborhood of node(i,j) is defined by 

                 2 2{( , ) : ( ) ( ) , ( , ) }ij cV x y x i y j R x y C= − + − ≤ ⊂ . (5) 

Let ( )ijN V denote the number of neighborhood of node(i,j). 
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Fig. 2. Cell k and its possible neighborhoods in a 2-D cellular automata 

3.3   State Set 

At a particular time t, each cell of the cellular space is in a specific state, which 
depends on a specific application. Considering the MAC mechanism of WSN, we 
extend the definition of a state variable to that of a state vector. The vector includes 
two participants that denote epidemic state set 1Q  and channel state set 2Q  separately.  

Borrowing the concept of epidemiology, the epidemic state of a sensor node or a 
cell can be one of following these states: susceptible, infected, recovery or death. Let 

1 { 1,0,1, 2}Q = − and denote 1( )ijs t Q∈  the epidemic state variable of cell(i,j) and 

1( )
ijV t Q∈s the state vector of neighborhood of cell(i,j) at time t , we define  

0,   ( , )    susceptible   

1,   ( , )     infected   
( ) .

2,   ( , )     recovered   

1,  ( , )     dead   

ij

cell i j is at time t

cell i j is at time t
s t

cell i j is at time t

cell i j is at time t

⎧
⎪
⎪= ⎨
⎪
⎪−⎩

 (6) 

The channel state of a sensor node can be idle or busy. Let 2 {0,1}Q = and denote 

2( )ijm t Q∈ the channel state variable of cell(i,j) and 2( )
ijVm t Q∈ the state vector of 

neighborhood of cell(i,j) at time t , we define  

0,  the channel of  ( , )   idle   
( ) .

1,   the channel of ( , )     busy   ij

cell i j is at time t
m t

cell i j is at time t

⎧
= ⎨
⎩

 (7) 

3.4   Transition Function 

The transition function can be constructed by 

( ) ( ( 1), ( 1))
ijij ij Vs t f s t t= − −s . (8) 

The detailed rules of (8) are described below and the transition process of states is 
shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Process of states transforming of sensor nodes 

Susceptible to Infected/Dead. If ( 1) 0ijs t − = , then ( ) 1ijs t = with probability 

1 (1 )kβ− − , or ( ) 1ijs t = −  with probabilityγ , where β  and γ  are defined below. 

Infected nodes try to spread malware to their neighbors at each time step. A 
susceptible sensor’s node becomes infected with the probability β  when the node 

receives a packet containing a copy of the malware. However, during each time 
interval, the susceptible node can receive malware from its k neighbors( ( )ijk N V≤ ), so 

a susceptible node becomes infected node with the probability 1 (1 )kβ− − . Note that k 

is the number of neighbors with infected state ( ( 1) 1,  ( , )xy ijs t x y V− = ⊂ ) and idle state 

of channel ( ( 1) 0,  ( , )xy ijm t x y V− = ⊂ ) at the time interval between t-1 and t, so, 

( , )

( ( 1) 1 and ( 1) 0)
ij

xy xy
x y V

k s t m t
⊂

= − = − =∑ . (9) 

Considering the limited power of sensors, some sensor nodes can become dead at 
the rate γ . 

Infected to Recovered/Dead. If ( 1) 1ijs t − = , then ( ) 2ijs t =  with probabilityδ , or 

( ) 1ijs t = −  with probability γ ; 

In particular, infected sensors can get a patch and recover from the infected state 
with the probabilityδ .  

Recovered to Dead. If ( ) 2ijs t = , then ( ) 1ijs t = −  with probability γ . 

Let S(t), I(t), R(t) and D(t) denote the population of susceptible, infected, recovered 
and dead nodes, respectively, the we have 

,
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,

( ( ) 0)

( ( ) 1)

( ( ) 2)

( ( ) 1)
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4   Neighborhood Saturation  

In [19], the phenomena of neighborhood saturation in native cellular automata has 
been pointed out, where the cell layers adopted Moore neighborhood model, shown in 
Fig. 4.  

The neighborhood saturation is also the inherent characteristic of WSN. In the 
following, the phenomena of neighborhood saturation will be described in the 
process of malware propagation over WSN. Fig. 5 depicts the cell layers with respect 
to a central cell in layer1. Layer1 has L1 neighboring cells in its outer-line layer2. 
The outer-line neighborhood of layeri is layeri+1 and the inner-line neighborhood is 
layeri-1. Li is the number of cells in layeri and is defined in equation (11). It can be 
visualized as the area enclosed by layer Li-1 subtracted from the area enclosed by 
layer Li. 

2 2 2

1                                 1

[ ( ) ( 1) ]          1i

c c

i
L

R i R i iρπ ρπ
=⎧⎪= ⎨ − − >⎪⎩

, (11) 

where [x] is the nearest integer to x. Furthermore, it is easy to deduce that  

1 2 1
1,   when 

2 1
i

i

L i
i

L i
+ += → → ∞

−
. (12) 

Equation (12) means that at higher layer, each cell at layeri is able to infect 
effectively only one outer-line cell at layeri+1. This resulting neighborhood saturation 
slows effectively down the speed of malware propagation in WSN. The similar result 
that geographical localization effects on the propagation has also been observed in 
SARS transmission [22, 23]. 

 

  

Fig. 4. Cell layers in [19] Fig. 5. Cell layers in WSN 
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5    Theoretical Analysis  

Based on SI epidemic theory, a theoretical analysis is presented for analyzing the 
propagation of worms over wireless sensor networks. The theoretical analysis focuses 
on capturing the impact of the spatial deployment of sensor nodes to malware 
propagation. In particular, the sensor nodes have limited communication range Rc. For 
simplification, we assume that one node located in center of the grid is infected in 
initial time. 

An important characteristic of spreading dynamic in WSN is that there is a circular 
region of infected nodes centered at the source node which grows outwards. That is 
the nodes in the infected circular region try to infect their susceptible neighboring 
nodes lying outside this circle, as shown in Fig. 6. 

As shown in Fig. 6, the nodes in region A and B are infected nodes.The difference 
between region A and B is that the nodes in region A cannot infect any susceptible 
node because all the susceptible nodes are out of their communication area. The nodes 
in region B can infect the nodes in region C. The nodes in region D cannot be infected 
by the nodes in region B due to the limitation of communication distance. We define 
the width of region B or C to be Rc , the radius of the infected region to be r and the 
increment of r to be rΔ  in each time step of malware propagation. cr RΔ ≤ due to the 

effect of MAC, density of sensor node, infected rate and security mechanism. 
When r<L/2, the area of the potential region C increases with time evolution as 

shown in Fig. 6(a) and when r>=L/2, the area decreases as shown in Fig. 6(b). 
Through above analysis, a function of the infected population is established for 

considering the two stages separately. 

First Stage:  r<L/2 
Under the boundary condition 1, 1ρ β= = and without MAC mechanism, we 

have cr RΔ = . Namely, in the above ideal case, the radius of the infected region  
 

 

 
 

(a) r< L/2 (b)  r≥L/2 

Fig. 6. Spreading characteristic in flat WSN: (a) first stage: r< L/2; (b) second stage: r≥L/2 
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extends outside by the increment cr RΔ =  for each time. After t times, the area 

( )areaI t  of infected region should be 

2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )area cI t r rt R tπ π π= = Δ = . (13) 

Note that t is a discrete time. 
Considering the real situation, it is necessary that cr RΔ < , without generality, let  

,  0 1cr bR bΔ = ≤ ≤ . So, the number of infected nodes should be  

2 2( ) ( )cI t r bR tρπ ρπ= = . (14) 

When / 2cbR t L= , the first stage ends and max / 2 ct L bR= . 

Second stage:  / 2r L≥  
When / 2r L≥ , the potential region C will decrease with the time evolution, as 
shown in Fig. 6 / 2r L≥  (b), the population of infected nodes can be expressed by  

2 2 2( ) 4 ( ) 2 ( ) ( sin ))arc c c t tI t r S bR t bR tρπ ρ ρπ ρ α α= − = − − , (15) 

where arcS denotes the area of a camber region and tα  the corner of the camber with 

the center 

2 2

2

( ) ( / 2)
sin

( )
c

t
c

L bR t L

bR t
α

−
= . (16) 

Apparently, b is an important factor affecting the spreading speed. We know that 
the spreading speed is in proportion to the infected rate and density of nodes. 
Furthermore, the MAC mechanism constrains the malware propagation. So, we have  
 

 

Fig. 7. Maximum coverage area shown in the shadow of region C due to avoiding channel 
collision for each time step  
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( , , )b f pβ ρ= , where p is the coverage rate due to MAC mechanism, describing new 

infected region in the region C. First, the maximum coverage rate maxcov  is shown in 

Fig. 7, when , ct R r→ ∞ . The infected nodes in region B can spread to the 

maximum region, i.e., the black area in region C. The closed result of maxcov  is 

maxcov / 4π≈ . It is obvious that maxcovp < . 

6   Simulations 

We simulate the malware propagation in a wireless sensor network consisting of N 
sensors distributing uniformly and randomly in a cellular space with 

2 2200 200 L unit= ×  cells. 2/N Lρ = denotes the sensor density. The communication 

range of each sensor is defined by cR . Each simulation starts by infecting a sensor 

node located in the center of the WSN. Our goal is to investigate the spreading 
dynamics of malware in a wireless sensor network and to compare the result of 
simulations with theoretical analysis and those models in [11,12]. 

6.1   Simulations for the Proposed Model vs. the Theoretical Analysis 

In the simulations, we set 0, 0δ γ= =  for the comparison between the proposed model 

and the theoretical analysis. The other cases can be found in our another paper [24]. 
There is one initially infected node that locates in the center of the wireless sensor 

network. We pay more attention to 4 factors impacting on the malware propagation, 
which include MAC mechanism, node’s relative density ρ , infected rate β  and the 

communication range cR . The time evolutions of the total fraction of infected nodes, 

( ) /I t N , under the impact of the 4 factors are exhibited in Fig. 8.(a),(b),(c) and (d) 

respectively. Solid-line is for our proposed CA model, and Dashed-line denotes the 
theoretical analysis. 

From Fig. 8, we can see that, the time evolution of the proposed CA model agrees 
perfectly with the theoretical analysis. The malwares show an exponentially 
increasing transmission from the initial time until reaching approximately 80% 
infected population, then show a slow transmission until the malwares spread to the 
whole network. Also we can find that, the MAC mechanism results in a competition 
between adjacent sensor nodes to access to the shared wireless channel, so MAC 
mechanism greatly slows down the speed of malware propagation and reduces the 
risk of large-scale malware prevalence in these networks.  

6.2   Simulation for the Proposed Model vs. the Model in [12] 

In [12], an ODE model and expression with respect to I(t) has been established. 
However, the model of the paper does NOT considered the impact of MAC 
mechanism. For comparison, we add a parameter p concerning MAC mechanism to 
revise the value of η  in the Equation of [12], and let p=1 when the network has no  
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Fig. 8. Time evolution of the fraction of infected nodes on the proposed model(solid-line) vs. 
the theoretical analysis(dashed-line): (a) effect of MAC mechanism, (b) effect of relative 
densityρ, (c) effect of infected rateβand (d) effect of communication range Rc 
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Fig. 9. Time evolution of the fraction of infected nodes on the proposed model vs. the model in 
Ref.[12]  (a) ρ=0.5,β=0.5, Rc=5, the absence of MAC mechanism (b) ρ=0.5,β=0.5, Rc=5, the 
presence of MAC mechanism 
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the MAC mechanism and p=0.5 when the MAC mechanism takes action. The revised 
equation can be described by  

2

1

1
( ) 2 /(1 ( ) ) 1

c pt
NN

N
I t N e

β η−−

+

⎛ ⎞
= + −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
, (17) 

where η  is the average number of neighbors of a node, 2
cRη ρπ= , and 2 cc Rρπ=  

is a proportional constant. More details can be seen in [12]. 
By normalizing the time in simulation of Eq.(17), the time evolutions of malware 

propagation for the two models is shown in Fig. 9.  
From Fig. 9, we find the initial speed of propagation is quicker in ODE model than 

that in our proposed model, but slower in the last stage of propagation. A reasonable 
explanation is that, ODE model assumes that the number of infected neighbors is in 
proportion to the fraction of all susceptible nodes in the network, which results in an 
inaccurate evaluation on spreading speed in the process of malware propagation. In 
fact, the malware propagation in WSN has the chacteristic of local spatial interaction. 
And the presence of neighborhood saturation dominates the effects of increasing 
infectivity and limits the spread of the malware. 

6.3   Simulation for Evolution Pattern  

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the wireless sensor network evolving patterns in the 2-D 
cellular space under different time t. The key difference between Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 
is that the former neglects the impact of MAC mechanism, whereas the latter is more 
concerned to the impact of MAC mechanism. 

 

Fig. 10. Evolution pattern without MAC mechanism in the 2-D space withρ=0.5,β=0.5,Rc=5 

 
Fig. 11. Evolution pattern with MAC mechanism in the 2-D space withρ=0.5,β=0.5,Rc=5 
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From the evolution snapshots (Fig. 10 (a)-(d) and Fig. 11(a)-(d)), one can see that 
the epidemic diffuses continuously from infected source toward outside and the 
propagation goes along a circular front which is spatially bounded. Specially, in our 
model, the adopted broadcast protocol ensures that each infected node broadcasts the 
malware to its neighbors only once for the purpose of preventing broadcast storm. So, 
those infected nodes that have transmitted packets of malware can not send malware 
propagation any more. In fact, an infected node inside of the circular has also no 
chance to infect other susceptible nodes that lie outside of the circular for the reason 
that interactions among nodes are distance-dependent.  

Considering MAC mechanism, Fig. 11 has two key differences with the Fig. 10. 
First, the diffused speed of malware propagation in Fig. 11 is slower than that in Fig. 
10 because the MAC mechanism chokes the malware propagation. 

Second, the border between the nodes that have transmitted packet and the nodes 
that haven’t transmitted packets becomes unclear. Due to the constraint of MAC 
mechanism, only partial nodes win channels to transmit packets in each time step and 
other nodes must wait for channels to transmit packets, which leads to the wide region 
occupied by those infected nodes that haven’t transmitted packets. In addition, most 
nodes in the region can never send malware for the limitation of communication 
range.  

The characteristic of propagation with the local spatial interaction between nodes is 
greatly different from the propagation over Internet and results in slowing the speed 
of propagation.     

7   Conclusions and Future Work 

A model based on cellular automata has been proposed to investigate and analyze the 
dynamic behaviors of malware propagation over wireless sensor networks. The model 
successfully captures the inherent characteristics of wireless sensor networks, such as 
limited energy, channel contention and multi-hop broadcast protocols, and reflects the 
self-organization, neighborhood saturation and spatio-temporal correlation of process 
of malware propagation. The validations of the model have been performed through 
theoretical analysis and various simulations. In addition, a comparative analysis 
between the proposed model and the model in [12] has been done, which further 
demonstrates the local spatial interaction of malware propagation in WSN, and the 
presence of neighborhood saturation slows down the spread of the malware. The 
MAC mechanism of wireless sensor networks greatly slows down the speed of 
malware propagation and reduces the risk of large-scale malware prevalence in the 
networks. The proposed model can describe accurately the dynamic behavior of 
malware propagation on WSN, which can be used for developing robust and efficient 
defense system on WSN.  

In our near future work, we will be further evaluating the influence of the 
consumption of energy on system behaviors during the process of malware propaga-
tion, and developing robust and efficient strategies against the malware propagation to 
improve the network security.  
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